
Harvest 2013 

Week 43 



      Still wet  
 



Boerderij vandaag 25-10 

Concerns about the harvest in South-West Netherlands 



Boerderij vandaag 22-10 

Potato price remains firm  
First VTA-quotation for French 
Fries potatoes 15-18 euro 



 Boerderij vandaag 24-10 

New peak of 
potato 
processing in 
August 



Potatoes are leaving the field for flakes production 



     Harvest 2013 

Netherlands: 

 Situation is still quite wet 

 Some rainfalls are disturbing the harvest 

 In SW of Holland, harvest of the “good” parts of the flooded parcels 

 Rest of those parcels should be harvested, if possible, in the coming 2 weeks 

 Around 95% has been harvested 

 

Belgium: 

 Harvest is almost done 

 Yield slightly below last year, but balanced by the surface increase 

 Quality is good 

 

UK: 

 Harvest progress often slow due to the rain 

 Weather forecast for coming days is quite bad 

 More than 80% is now lifted, some farmers close to finishing 

 Variable yields but good quality in general 



     Harvest 2013 

Germany: 

 After a few weeks of bad harvesting conditions, it is now getting better 

 Between 90-95% is lifted 

 In the North-East (Magdeburg area), still 10-14 days will be needed 

 Yields in the East are in general lower than average, with quite big calibers 

 In the South, good harvest progresses but quite slow 

 

France: 

After a period of rain, harvest started again beginning of the week 

 Sometimes interrupted by showers 

 Harvest slowly coming to an end 

 In average, less than 5% left 

 Yields of the late harvested parcels are good, quality is ok 

 

Poland: 

 In the North, harvest almost coming to an end 

 In the Centre, conditions are now better but progresses are slow 

 Yields and sizes according to expectations, lower than averages 

 



  Flake potato storages 


